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Dear Members,
From the top of this newsletter you
will see that there has been a name change
of the society. The name change for ASGAP
has now been approved and the new name is
officially
AUSTRALIAN
NATIVE
PLANTS SOCIETY (AUSTRALIA) INC.
- It probably will get shortened to ANPSA.
The name is all that has changed as the
objects and purpose of the Association
remains as is, and the only effect on State
groups seems to be a positive one, bringing
the national focus more in line with that of
the individual state groups. It changes
~iotliingabout our 'Wildlife and native plants
study group.'
Australia continues with its severe climate
conditions. I n the first few months of 2009,
the soutl~, south east arid soutl~ west of
Australia have frizzled in the heat; with
temperatures in the mid 40s; the eastern
states have battled major bushfires; while
the tropics have experienced
cyclonic
storms leaving large areas devastated by
rising floodwaters. Wherever you live, it
seems that gardens have taken a fair
battering. With the decimation of plants
comes the decline i l l native fauna. One must
wonder what will be left to appreciate, for
the generations that follow. Let's hope for
better times ahead.

ISSh': 1442-9373

Watch out for wildlife this st

The storm season in Brisbane and
Queensland has hit hard and early. But it's
not just humans who are badly affected by
storm damage. Our native wildlife also lose
their hornes or have problems getting food
and water.
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Jean Taylor and John Hamilton have
expressed concern 'OH the lack ilfawareness
of the pofentia1 of some plants and their
weediness, especidb w d e s when planted

inappr@ate&. Bmh regenerkors know
the time md effort in removing weeds from
the bush.' Mainland wattles they suggest are
increasing on the island state. 'These have
spread from surrounding gardens, often
planted by people who w m f lo do the rig&
fbing and "grow natives" became they
attract the birds os well as look uandefil.
Nor on& do these phnts appear in dislurbed
areas, but spread into the intact bush, no
doubt spread by birds. We arc not mare of
any characferistics that predetermine the
weediness of wattles and would be most
interested if npIyune could provide us with
this informarion. In the absetrce of this
knowledge m q we strggesl that people
resfrici then~selves10 planting some of the
many beaut~@iI
acacias native to their area.'
ED. NOTE : Sound advice, especially when
there is little or no information available. In this
issue you will find information and web sites

specific to weeds.

Hi! I live in the seaside village of Tathra.
We retired here in 2003. Our garden is 5
years old and I am very interested in keeping
and attracting witdCife into the garden. With
so much pressure on the coastal area from
developers I feel I could help with
preserving the local wildlife by providing
the right environment in our garden. Our
home is situated opposite a reserve above
the Bega River.
We also have the Tathra Forest, Mimosa
Rocks and Bournda ~ d h o n a Parks
l
within a
few minutes drive from our home. The bird
and reptile life are variable and at this stage
plentif~rl.My aim is to encourage more birds
and small animals and reptiles to reside in
our native garden and help with the
preservation of all native animals and birds.

From Leigh Mumy, NSW
Ifomdpienp of informafive reading in the
larest newslefters.1loved the lengthy Editor's
Note you added fo iry little article "Snacks,
Nests and Cages" if inade it a much more
inrerksting m'cIe all-tp, 1 thought.
ED.NOTE:Thanks Leigh

-

From Nikki Kirkman. NS W
I am an active member of Wires and 1 am
currently revamping my entire garden with
natives. We have a lot of wildlife (especially
birds) where we live here in Carlingford,
Sydney. Our house backs onto bushland and
I would like to learn more about planting the
suitable trees, flowers and ground covers
that would attract more wildlife.
From Jean Taylor & John Hamilton, TAS

A

Thankyou very much for all the effort you
put into producing the Wildlife and Native
Plants Study Group Newsletter. We enjoy
reading it and find it's contents informative
and helpful.
We share Leigh Murray's love of acacias
and enjoyed the article "Cheeky Acacias" in
issue 60. 2008 was wo~derfulfor acacias in
Tasmania,Drifts of yellow have lined every
bush road and the hills have been spangled with their flowers,
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CO;VFE,RENCE
AlW
SEMJNAR - 'Australian Plants in the 21"
Century' to be held at Geelong, Vic. from
26 September- 2 October 2009
The Victorian Region is pleased to host the
25"' Biennial Conference and Serrinar- of
ASGAP. The theme of the conference
'Australian Plants in tlze 21' Century' will
look at the challenges we face today
through climate change and drougl~t in
~ro\iling and conserving our unique
Australian flora. It requires us to explore
new ways in growing native plants and
conserving water. There are 3 days of
lectures and several full day tours. For more
info: contact Paul Kennedy 03 5874 5239 or
email: hakeaholic@hiaptnet.au
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S.A. APS CONFERENCE
An outcome from the SA APS State
Conference held in Port Augusta last
September raised the issue of State groups
having logos/badges that clearly identified
them as being South Australian with a South
Australian native plant as its emblem. A
logo or badge has been a hotly contested
subject for many years in SA. and the
existing logo of the time had to be changed
because of its duplicated use. Unfortunately
one of the most recognizable SA plants is
that of the Sturt Desert Pea, however many
government
departments
and
state
organisations already cany this plant as its
emblem. Some members felt that the
Banksia logo did not hit the spot as other
states had more spectacular species of
Banksias which are limited in SA to sand
heath communities. They are also not as
easy to grow in most gardens. But then
realistically neither is the Sturt Pea. Its one
claim to fame is that it is a crowd stopper,
bright and curious in flower. What happens
will be decided probably during 2009. I'd
like to see a plant chosen that can be linked
with our native fauna - perhaps I'm steering
towards the eremophila (the emu); Hakea
Ji-ancisiana which is also spectacular and
appears more frequently in SA than
elsewhere, and is attractive to birds; or even
an endangered species which has been a
major food source for our native fauna, or a
couple of threatened flora and fauna
species? There must be a myriad of plants
which provide answers to this perplexing
question. What do you think? What SA plant
leaves a lasting impression with you? What
SA plants have proved to do well in your
gardens? Let us know your views on this.

THE NEWS : items sourced from
Wildlife Preservation Society of Queensland
W'SQ);
Eco-News;
Australian
Conservation Foundation (ACF); and
Conservation Council of SA.(CCSA)
What's up with wallum sedgefrogs?

Wallurn sedgefrogs are threatened by habitat
loss and fragmentation caused by urban
deveIeprnen4 agriculture, pine plantations
and sandmining,
Traveston delay a reprieve for lungfish
Wildlife Queensland has welcomed the
QueensIand government's decision 'to delay
the Travwton Crossing Dam on the Mary
River for environmental reasons.
The Mary River is one of the best sites for
protection of the lungfsh - regarded as a
species of global significance because of its
extraordinary ancient genetic lineage.
New funding for quo11 project
The federal government has given more than
$1 00,000 to help Wildlife Queensland
continue increasing community knowledge
about quolls throughout QED.
Welcome koala land plan
Wildlife Queensland welcomed
the
December announcement by Sustainability
Minister, Andrew McNarnara, of $12
million in state funding to reduce the impact
of loss of habitat, roads and trafic on koala
populations in south-east Queensland. The
funding is a response to the findings of the
Premier's Koala Taskforce.
Inaction threatens rare glider
Wildlife Queensland is appalled that the
Environmental Protection Ager~cv's (EPA)
7-year-01 d recovery p Ian for t f ~ eendangered
mahogany glider (Pe/~zrrm
gracilis) has not
been acted upon. The lack of action is
putting this glider species - numbering
fewer than 1500 individuals in a sniall area
of Far North Queensland - at risk of
extinction.

bll Items above provided by W P S ~
Australian Magpielark
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A s e r i o u s drawback o f a n i n t r o d u c e d s p e c i e s is t h a t t h e f o u n d e r p o p u l a t i o n
c o m p r i s e s of o n l y a few i n d i v i d u a l s , who c a r r y o n l y a small s a m p l e of t h a t
s p e c i e s ' g e n e p o o l . The r e s u l t a n t i n b r e e d i n g e n c o u r a g e s d i s e a s e s c a u s e d by
recessive genes.
Some s p e c i e s a d a p t s u p e r b l y , a n d o v e r a p e r i o d o f t i m e some s p e c i e s ( t h e
b l a c k b i r d and s t a r l i n g , f o r example) l e a r n t o l i v e i n environments t h a t
have been a l t e r e d by humans. T h i s g i v e s them a n overwhelming a d v a n t a g e
o v e r n a t i v e species. The CSIRO h a v e p r o v i d e d t h e f o l l o w i n g l i s t . It is f a r from c o m p l e t e b u t
i t c o n t a i n s m o s t b i r d s p e c i e s i n t r o d u c e d i n t o A u s t r a l i a i n t h e p a s t 200
y e a r s . A l l o f t h e s e b i r d s were d e l i b e r a t e l y i n t r o d u c e d , a l o n g w i t h t h e
f o x , t h e r a b b i t and o t h e r n o n - A u s t r a l i a n a n i m a l s .
Blackbird
House s p a r r o w
Tree sparrow
Starling
Senegal t u r t l e d o v e
Goldfinch
Greenfinch
Domestic p i g e o n
Common p e a f o w l
Ringneck p h e a s a n t
Song t h r u s h
Mute swan
Jungle fowl
Mallard
I n d i a n myna
Skylark
California quail
Spice finch
Ostrich

ASSOCIATION OF SOCIETIES FOR
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On the Scent of the Sandalwood Family
Cherry-like fruits and incense sticks-an introduction
Worldwide the sandalwood family, Santalaceae is represented by over 400 species of which
50 species are Australian. Tasmania boasts 7 diverse species from the genera of the native
cherries Exocarpus sp. and currant bushes Leptomeria sp. and the potentially extinct austral
toadflax 7hesium australe. Characteristically most family members are root parasites. This
feature enables their searching roots to extract nutrients from neighbouring indigenous plants
such as gums and wattles.
The native-cherries, Exocarpus spp are best known of the 10 Australian Santalaceae genera
consisting of distinctive endemic trees and shrubs species. Representative of these are the
appealing native cherry and broom ballart (E. cupressiforrnis & E-sparteus) which display
attractive pendulous branches adorned with green to bronze shades of conifer-like foliage. All
species bear small, succulent cherry-like h i t s , which have proved nutritionally beneficial for
aborigines, explorers and colonists alike. Somewhat disappointingly however are the low
success rates when attempting propagation or growing-on from either seeds or cuttings.
Of equal appeal to the native cherries are the Australian genera of sandalwoods and
quandongs, Santalum sp. and those from Polynesia, India and Indonesia all of which have
absorbing historic associations with the lively sandalwood industry. Their exclusive fragrance
has been valued for centenaries for the making of incense sticks, sacred ornaments and
funeral pyres.
Following this brief overview the article aims to explore the family's array of natural,
cultural and historical interrelationships and values.
Native cherry's and currantbush's historic connections
French kitchen garden's role in discovery of the native cherry
The native cherry's, Exocarpus cupressiformis first recording was on 9thMay 1792, along
the shores of Southport Lagoon (recorded as 'great lake7) in Southern Tasmania by
Labillardiere in the company of a young, enthusiastic Riche. By itself it remains of limited
interest, its historical connection does register an air of distinction. Coincidentally, the first
collection of native cherry occurred on the same shore excursion during which the ship's
botanist and gardener Delahaye doggedly cleared and cultivated the soil in preparation for the
famous first French kitchen garden. This excursion proved botanically significant with the
first collections of not only native cherry but also erect currantbush, Leptomeria drupacea
(recorded by Labillariere as a Thesium sp), a common buzzy, Acaena sp., flag iris Diplawena
moraea and cutting grass Gahnia grandis. An elated Labillardiere recorded the finding in his
diary with the words an evergreen tree, which has its nut situated, like that of the acajou
(cashew), upon afleshy receptacle much larger than itselJ:I therefore name this new genus
"Exocarpus". I
At the time he was the naturalist on board the scientifically well equipped 500 tonne
Recherche, which along with the frigate Esperance was commanded by Admiral Bruni
d'Entrecasteaux's during the 1792-3 exploration of Port du Nord (Pigsties Bay) in Recherche
Bay. Although the expedition's primary aim was to search for the French's national hero La
Perouse and his missing ships Astolabe and Boussole, they had also been commissioned to
engage in extensive geographical and botanical exploration. The 3 year search proved futile
as both ships were wrecked on the Vanikoro reefs, which were ironically narrowly missed
during d'Entrecasteaux7s return voyage. Amusingly the Admiral was somewhat resentful of
the persistent naturalist's requests for extra cabin space to press and store specimens as well
as persistent delays due to their botanising. Labillardiere seemed very much aware of this
situation when he noted in 1800; it would have been very proper regulation, if a boat had
been kept expressly for the use of those gentlemen who were appointed to make researches
into natural history.
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Native cherries were ripe for the picking

During the early colonial period, the Englishmen considered Australia as a topsy turvy place
where "dogs" bounded on hind legs; "water moles" deposited eggs and brandished duck bills
whilst plants sported stones on the outside. W.C. Wentworth in 1819 jovially noted that
"Nature ... seems determined to have a bit of play, and to amuse herself as she pleases.
Accordingly, she makes cherries with the stone outsidev2 By 1830 native cherry's strange
inside out edible fruits had gained a reputation as one of the colony's best liked bush tuckers.
The fruit was eaten raw or cooked, but was only picked when deep red and ready to fall. The
early farmers were cautious of the plant, as it was known that the foliage was toxic to stock.
Dawson commented in 1830 that "thefruit is similar in colour to a Mayduke-cherry, but of a
sweet and somewhat better quality, and slightly astringent to the palate ....This as far as 1
know is the only natural production in Australia worthy of the name of fruit" Victorian
botanist Baron Von Mueller in 1877 described the fruit as "... the red edible part ...constitutes
merely an enlarged and succulent fruit stalklet (pedicel) and ...cherry stone, forms the real
fiuit containing the seed".
Although native cheny has gained historical recognition for its fi-uit, its fellow family
member, the common currant bush Leptomeria drupacea contributed enormously to
improving the ailing scury-striken crews and convicts from the First Fleet. Its small green
fruits assessed as being of the same sourness as lemon, contribute a rare source of Vitamin C
to their spartan diets. The ever observant colonial botanist Baron Von Mueller was equally
impressed by the similarly tart, spiny currantbush L. aphylla found in the Victorian and South
Australian mallee, when he declared them to be succulent, pleasantly acidulous and harmless5
Native cherries have significant cultural attributes
To highlight the cultural importance of native cherries in aboriginal life, the word for native
cherry, "ballart" was acknowledged in the tribal languages of the Koories from S.E.
~ u s t r a l i a Although
~.
most of the Exmarpus species adopted the term as part of their original
English common names, only a few common names using ballart still apply. These species
include the localised southern Australian coastal dweller, coast ballart E.syrticola, the robust,
inland arid region dweller, leafless ballart E.aphyllus and the widely distributed and strikingly
attractive (with its pendulous bronze coloured foliage), broom ballart E.sparteus.

Aborigines were obviously attracted to the juicy, sweet fruits which were considered as a
late springtime treat, rather than as a staple food. Gathering large amounts was relatively
difficult as trees are sparsely located in the woodlands and the fruits ripen differentially only
producing small crops on a tree at a time. They also had to compete with cunning, feathered
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competitors, such as the common bronze wing Phaps chalcoptera and the brush bronze wing
P.elegans. Shrewdly these opportunistic birds supplement their meagre diet of seeds (wattles,
bush peas etc) foraged from the understorey with native cherries.
Medicinally the sap of the tree was applied externally as a snake bite treatment7, whilst a
bitter tonic extracted from the foliage and fine branchlets, (bioactive ingredient reported as a
triglyceride of exocarpic acid)', acted as an astringent to reduce infection from cuts and skin
lesions. Interestingly, it is recorded that the north eastern Australian aboriginals, soaked the
bark of yellow fruited, broad-leafed native cherry Exocarpus latfolius to produce a tonic for
the sterilization of tribal women, no longer allowed to give birth due to tribal traditionsg.
Given the characteristic fragrant nature of the sandalwood family, the ballart foliage was also
smoked on camp fires adjacent to inland marshes and water courses with the intent of
repelling the plaques of blood thirsty midges, mosquitoes and biting flies1'.
In relation to the wood qualities of native cherry, its close grain and durability made it ideal
for spear shafts and spear throwers", whilst cherry wood's appealing grain gave it a desirable
reputation amongst wood craftsmen for turning, cabinet and chair construction.
Native Cherries a r e habitat havens
Native cherry E. cupressiformis like many of its genus have significant habitat and
landscape potential. Larger specimens are frequently seen as sub-canopy trees in drier, rocky
sites of eucalyptus woodlands and are easily distinguished from the surrounding
sclerophyllous vegetation, by their dense drooping yellow-green foliage and bird attracting
fruits. Native cherry's elegant three dimensional frameworks are ideal for the webbing spiders
to capture unsuspecting moths, bees, wasps, beetles, etc. Many insectivorous birds such as the
brown thornbills, flame, scarlet and dusky robins, welcome and dusky woods swallows,
strong-billed and black headed honey eaters and grey fantails collect these spider webs to
bind the fibrous grass strands during there nest building.
The native cherry also provide essential habitat and bioactive ingredients for a species of
defoliating processionary caterpillars (Panacela lewinae), which voraciously feed on the
foliage and migrate from tree to tree, forming distinctively lengthy head to tail processions in
search of fresh foliage. These larvas form cylindrical shelters by binding foliage together
prior to metamorphosing underground from where they emerge as a small, ashen coloured,
moths. These caterpillars accumulate lethal levels of bioactive toxicity which acts to repel
most predatory insects and birds. Curiously, this toxicity also enhances their prospects to
perpetuate their genes. Adult male moths which have metamorphosed fiom the most toxic of
caterpillars are singled out to mate by the female moth which employ their remarkable ability
to sense the toxicity levels of each eligible male. A word of caution, although these hairy little
fellas may well tickle throats of the fan-tailed cuckoos Cacomantis jlabelliformis and the
horsfield bronze-cuckoos, Chrysococcyx basalis, which have developed an uncanny
reputation for eating hairy caterpillars, they will also cause nasty irritations to those of us with
sensitive skin.
Other species also perform valuable habitat roles such as the dwarf cherry E. strictus, as a
consequence of its ability to form copses of dense shrubbery within the understoreys of moist
coastal to subalpine communities. These thickets help protect a variety of small marsupials
such as bandicoots, dunnarts and potoroos as well as a rich diversity of native birds.
As a contrast to the usual locations of most species native-cherries the rare, endemic to Lord
Howe Island, namely Lord Howe Island native-cherry E homalocladus has evolved a niche
which precariously occupies exposed sea cliffs12. Here it provides a much sort after and vital
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The red fruits of alpine heath attract native fauna

The wonderfully attractive and tight ground hugging forms of the two native cheny alpine
heaths (a breakthrough in propagation would see a horticultural bonanza), namely the
mountain nat ive-c heny and alpine native-cherry (E. humrfusus and E. nanus)'' suggests they
are amongst a guild of red fruiting heaths, which have evolved a cooperative means to
maximise there chances for seed dispersal. Tim Lowe hypothesises that the array of red
coloured berries in these native-cherries along with species such as the carpet frilly heath,
Pentachondra pumila, mountain plumpine, Podocarpus lawrencel and alpine cheesebeny
Planocarpa petioralis is a response to unified concerted effort to entice transitory fmitfeeding birdsI4. He suggests that by evolving fruits of consistent d o u r and size the pIants
optimise their potential of being located and seeds dispersed. Their insignificant scented white
flowers akin to many of the other alpine heaths would also suggest they are seeking the
pollination services of similar suite of tiny insect pollinators.
Horticultural potential remains untapped
Although most native-cherries have the natural attributes to act as striking accent plants
within a range of landscape settings, this potential is limited by their tricky propagation. Most
tend to yellow (chlorosis) and decline gradually in vigour to finally die within 12 months.
Some successes have been reported from stem cuttings or from fresh seed (short viability
period) which has been passed through hens and sown with lucerne, Medicago sativa or
kangaroo grass, Themeda triandra.I5. In order to develop their essential fungal associations,
indigenous soil conditioned with broken down root fragments of wattles, gums or understorey
species typically found in woodland communities in which native-cherries flourish should be
incorporated into planting holes. To accommodate their root parasitic behaviour it is also
worthwhile trialling companion planting selected from a range of associated woodland
species.
Propagation problems aside, existing specimens have the ability to naturally regenerate from
root suckers. Careful management will result in substantial thickets or even formally pruned
hedges of native cherries. To encourage suckers to sprout from their roots a fork or sharp
spade is sensitively pressed into the soil on the side of the tree you would like to extend its
growth. Alternatively old specimens of E. cupressiformis, E. stricius and E. syrticola will
respond to hard pruning or a low to medium intensity burn (often experienced as part of its
grassy woodland communities prescribed burning program). Within 3-12 months epicormic
buds slowly re-sprout lush new foliage along its trunk and main branches. Sadly, higher
intensity prescribed burns or wildfires will kill them outright due to the limited thickness of
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bark which fails to protect the water and nutrient transport layer (cambium) from the intense
heat.
Sandalwoods and Quandongs have unique qualities;
The 25 remarkable species of sandalwoods are mostly large evergreen shrubs or small trees.
Australian has 6 species, of which 5 are located in the drier inland regions whilst the white
sandalwood S. album is only found in isolated sand dunes and laterite cliffs along the
Northern Territory coastline and outer islands.
Sandalwood has played an infamous role in the discovery and exploitation of the Polynesian
islands, as a consequence of its association with the greedy traders who aggressively
commandeered large supplies of this commercial Eldorado. The early exploitation of fragrant
sandalwood, S. spicatum and northern sandalwood, S. lanceolatum began in Hawaii, Fiji and
the New Hebrides and was marred by violence and atrocities. The qualities which made these
species so desirous included their use as craft wood (hand fans and necklaces) and cabinet
making wood as well as the sensuous fragrance released by grinding the wood into powderi6.
This powder is still highly valued today in the perfume industry and as fragrance fixatives in
potpourri and the manufacture of incense sticks. Most Hindus dab between their eyes a small
mark of sandalwood paste, in the belief it keeps the 'third eye' (pituitary gland) cool, whilst
Buddhists believe the scent transforms one's desires and focuses the mind during
meditation".
Today in Australia, fragrant sandalwood occurs infrequently on rocky arid sites of inland
regions of southern SA and WA, due to over harvesting which dates back to its first Asian
export in 1845. It differs significantly from other species as a result of its unique blend of
aromatic ingredients in its essential oil. However, the Northern sandalwood, which ranges
across tropical to drier sub-tropical northern Australia, is considered inferior to fragrant
sandalwood and is rarely cultivated.
The sweet quandong is the quintessential bush tucker
Although from a purely ecological perspective the shiny red fruit of the native peach or
sweet quandong S. acuminatum ensures that the seeds are dispersed by foraging fauna, it has
gained a reputation as a nutritious bush tucker delicacy. The emus liking for the fruit has
perpetuated the species through its aid to seed dispersal and germination. This process relies
on the emus partially dissolving of the seed's hard outer casing prior to depositing seeds
within its mounds of seed raising manure.
Importantly sweet quandong has inspired the initial development of Australia's bush tucker
industry. The famous inland explorer Edward John Eyre was so impressed that he declared
"when in full bearing nothing can exceed its beauty, drooping beneath its crimson ~ o a d " ' ~ .
Their sweetish fruits and inner kernels were highly prized as a nutritious bush tucker and
gained popularity amongst colonists for preserves. With this understanding it became one of
the first bush tucker species to attract major research funding. This resulted in trials to select
for larger and tastier fruiting seedlings. Testing has revealed that when fully ripe the fruit has
twice the vitamin C content of an orange.
The sweet quandong was not only a staple aboriginal food but was also of important cultural
and totemic significance. Consequently it was enthusiastically harvested and eaten as fresh
fruit or preserved for storage. To preserve the excess fresh fruit, they were pounded into pulp,
dried and stored or sometimes buried to improve their flavour. Fallen fruit that had naturally
dried under trees was stored for reconstituting by soaking in water during lean timesi9.
Research also revealed that large kernels or nuts were highly nutritious with 25% protein
and up to 70% oil. However they were only used for food in hard times due to the tedious
preparatory process of roasting to neutralise the toxic bioactive ingredient or setting them
aside to slowly break down the toxins. Medicinally the fresh kernel was ground into a paste to
provide a powerful body liniment for general aches and pains. These rounded oily kernels or
nuts proved useful as candles, children's marbles, strung together as necklaces or Chinese
checkers pieces. Even the native rodents Notomys alexis found the seed of value, carrying
them into caves and gnawing neat holes to extract the kernel.
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Interestingly, the tree had another crucial attribute to support life in a desert environment.
During dry periods, trapped water that accumulated in the hollow of the trunks was sucked
out by thirsty aborigines using reed straws as they travelled across their parched landscapes.

White Sandalwood's timber and oil are unsurpassed
White sandalwood (alternatively known as Indian sandalwood) S. album has been
commercially exploited in Asia for hundreds of years primarily for furniture, carvings and
p e f i m e oils (extracted from the butt of the tree). Due to its persistent over harvesting in its
indigenous Nepalese and Indian vegetation communities, it has now been listed as an
endangered species. However on sand dunes and laterite cliffs of coastal northern Australia
these large bushes still flourish as dense shrubbery.
Driven by the insatiable Asian demand for the pure oil and wood derivatives ($200,000 per
litre of oil resulting in mature trees being valued up to $20,000) recent research has enabled
its commercial cultivation within the WA's Ord River Scheme. Extensive research has been
carried out to find suitable host species. The cultivation process begins with common joyweed
Alternanthera nodGora as a pot host for aiding seedling development. They are then,planted
with an Acacia sp. to act as an intermediate host, prior to establishing them with their tertiary
host. The durable, richly hued timbered trees which polish brilliantly namely Rosewood
Dalbergia sp. and African mahogany Kaya senegalensis are the preferred nurse crops in the
final growth stage growth prior to harvesting from 30 years on. Both have potential
commercial value in their own right.20
Conclusion
Beyond all the many well known family members are spectrums of lesser known overseas
species, equally valued for their local cultural attributes. The bark and roots of the bitter
quandong S. murrayanum was used to make a stupefying drink (Cootha) by the Koories.
Another species which proliferates along the arid coastal dunes of South Africa, namely the
blue-grey leathery leaved, cape sumach Osyris compressa has been valued for centuries to tan
cattle skins. Resourcefully the locals stack up successive layers of compressed leaves or bark
with skins, transforming the hides over time to either light brown or dark brown leather
respectively. As a concluding comment and given the many captivating aspects of this family,
the highly respected author John wrigley21 when reporting on the Sandalwoods in his article
in W. Rodger Elliot and David L. Jones, 2002 - Encyclopaedia ofAustralian Plants Volume 8
Pr - So simply alluded to them as a truly "fascinating family".
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PROBLEMS IN THE BUSH
Grevilleas a s Plant Allergens
Plants and allergies
Allergy sufferers can tell you the different
types of plants which act as triggers to their
hayfever or allergies, but many plants also
can cause dermatitis with very little contact.
Members of the Proteaceae family,
specifically Grevilleas, tend to be the main
native plants implicated in contact dermatitis
in Australia. This is further supported by an
article by Dr. J. Menz who reported contact
dermatitis from Grevillea 'Robyn Gordon' in
the Medical Journal of Australia in 1985.

My own reactions occurred with Grevillea
robusra, and G.olivaceae, and I believed the
reaction was triggered by some part of the
honey rich blooms of G.robusta or the olive
content of G. olivaceae, as I am allergic to
both honey and olives. However with Dr.
Menz's report and further studies
subsequently carried out, such as those of
Cook & Freeman who analysed cases
referred to the Skin & Cancer Foundation in
Sydney, it would appear that grevilleas are a
common allergen responsible for allergic
contact dermatitis.
Grevilleas are extensively used in
landscaping of public spaces, particularly in
schools, parks and gardens, as well as in
private gardens. This is probably because
the plants are showy, vigorous growing and
they adapt well to a variety of soils and
conditions. The most common plant allergen
reported of the Grevilleas, is that of
Grevillea 'Robyn Gordon' which is a
natural hybrid between G.bipinnat$da and a
red flowering form of G. banksii.
The genus Grevillea contains over 300
species ranging from,low shrubs to large
trees such as the Silky Oak (Grevillea
robusta) which is itself responsible for
occurrences of allergic reactions as already
identified. The ornamental timber of the
Silky Oak is often sought after for
woodwork, and it is common for ,people
working with the timber to develop
dermatitis from contact with the sawdust.

by Clrris. Jones

'The important allergenic species belong to
the section Eugrevillea. However, it is not
known whether all species contain the
allergen.
The
allergens
are
pentadecylresorcinol and tridecylresorcinol.
Interestingly, the resorcinol derivative in
grevilleas is very similar chemically to
urushiol, the sensitising agent in the genus
Toxicodendron (Poison Ivy & Poison Oak)
which are extremely common forms of
allergic contact dermatitis in North
America'.
History is rich in sources pointing to plants
being responsible for contact dem,atitis. As
an example, 'Leichhardt, in 1847 described a
member of his exploration party developing
a blistering eruption after carrying grevillea
pods near his skin.'
So with grevilleas perhaps the object is to
admire but not touch the plants.
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ANTS
Currently, like most dry areas of Australia,
we have major problems with ants. From
their mass mound building come streams of
ants seemingly in their hundreds. From
observation we have measured the length of
some of their trails to be two kilometres. We
can also tell that ants, like termites, bees and
wasps, are social insects. Australia has a
large, varied ant population.
Ants have a complete metamorphosis, the
life cycle being the egg, the larva (a legless
maggot like creature), the pupa and the
adult. Queen ants have been known to
survive as adults for a period of fifteen
years.
Ants live in colonies, which are divided
roughly into castes. The reproductive ones,
males and females with the latter being
future queens, and the workers which
generally appear to be sterile females. Only
males and the queen have wings. This
enables them to leave the nest for the nuptial
flight, during which mating takes place. The
males die shortly after, while the
impregnated females or queens throw off
their wings, burrow into the ground and lay
eggs to form a whole new colony.
The queen remains underground for many
weeks living off her own fat stores. Upon
hatching the larvae feed on the queen's
salivary secretions until they metamorphose
into workers. At this time the workers then
provide for the queen, enlarging the nest,
and do all tasks required for existence. And
there, the similarity ends between different
species of ants.
Some of the better known ant types which
have specific adaptations are: Myrmecia Bulldogs and Hopper ants; Canzponotus or
Sugar ants; Iridomyrmex or meat ants;
Leptonzyrmex
or
Honey-pot
ants;
Oecophylla or tree ants and Polyrhachis.
However there are many other genera.
The Bulldog and hopper ants are one of the
most primitive surviving groups of ants.

Myrmecia are some of the oldest forms of
ants which have survived only in Australia,
where they have spread widely and turned
into many species.
In the Jumtler lor Hopwr antl and Bulldog
family, the workers have large mandibles for
carrying objects and stingers in their hind
end of their abdomen. The other caste
members do not have either of these,
however are often fully winged with long
antennae resembling a wasp.
This type of ant makes various types of nest
ranging from a crater mound to that on flat
ground. The size of the nest varies with the
age of the colony and to the excavations
which take place. These nests are always
found in well drained sites often on slight
rises, on the tops of ridges or on steep banks
or hillsides. Many show a north or north
easterly orientation. They are often found in
forest country.
The Jumper (or Hopper) Ant is mainly
carnivorous, preying on a wide variety of
insects from moths to caterpillars. It seizes
the prey in its mandibles, stinging it to
death, and then carrying it back to the nest.
Each worker hunts individually.
The aggressive behaviour of this ant
depends on a range of stimuli such as
temperature, light conditions, vibrations, the
physiological state of the ants and the shape
and depth of the nest. The sting is extremely
painful.
The Iridomyrnzex genus includes the
widespread meat ant, Iridoniyrmex detectus,
whose gravel-capped n~ounds are typical
landmarks in the bush. The mound is
generally established in a well-drained,
sunny spot in forest or woodland country
where the tree canopy is relatively thin. A
mound of meat ants may contain half a
million individuals. The mound has small
circular openings through which ants enter
and leave. The chambers and galleries
within the mound may be six feet below.

Although they often forage individually,
they are more likely to be part of a large
group. You can often see their trails
radiating from the mound in all directions
into the surrounding country. The ants are
often associated with scale insects, whose
sweet exudate they feed on. From
observation they can devour completely a
six foot dead snake (freshly killed) within an
hour.
Tree ants from the genus Oecophylla include
the Green Tree Ants of tropical Australia.
These are worth mentioning as the larvae
are used as tools by the workers. After
drawing two leaves together, the workers
seize a larva in their mandibles. The larva
spins silk with which the two leaves are
bound together and thus the nest is formed.
Dozens of such nests can be found on
creepers
and
ground
covers.
An
unsuspecting gardener pulling at these plants
will be showered with ants and suffer many
painful stings.
The nest of the Green Tree Ant is small, but
may contain a large colony of ants, and
several nests may be clumped together on
the same plant. The nests are seasonal.
There are many other types of ants, and ants
are known to survive radiation. However an
ant colony should be regarded as a cell in
which each part has a special function
aimed at keeping the cell alive. A colony
continues to exist through mutual cooperation amongst the castes, and each ant
works for the good of the whole colony.
They will become aggressive under threat
(like any member of the animal kingdom) to
which they may also sting. It would be a
wise move for the gardener to steer clear, or
if they must work where there are ants, to be
aware of the possible consequences and
protect themselves with gloves etc.
accordingly.
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Hopper ants - a dangerous problem for
some.
When working outdoors, especially with the
management of native plants, be aware of
the dangers that some native ants cause to
sensitive humans.
An allergy to hopper ants can cause
reactions ranging from a bright and severely
itchy area of skin. a fine rash, tingly to numb
lips, breathing difficulties including asthma
attacks through to anaphylaxis. Symptoms
suffered are generally relatively mild
however other more serious reactions have
been known to occur.
According to The Australian Ant Venom
Allergy Study, conducted by Western
Australian researchers, native ants, mainly
from the genus Myrmecia, are a major cause
of life threatening allergy (anaphylaxis) in
Australia, affecting as many as 50,000
people. A number of species are involved,
known variously as jack jumpers, jumper
ants, hopper ants, bull ants, bull dog ants,
sergeant ants and green ants.
Hopper or jumper ants, as they are
commonly known in South Australia, can
deliver a painful and potentially serious
sting. It is often n3t the first sting that causes
a reaction, but subsequent stings, and where
reactions can increase in severity.

Avian Ticks from a talk given by Margot
Oorebeek and appearing in he ~ o i t h
Australian Naturalist July-December 2007.

There are about 70 species of avian ticks in
Australia, mostly found on reptiles or
mammals. Only one species, Ixodes hirsti
has been found on birds in South Australia
at this time. Seabirds also have specific
ticks.
On hatching from its egg attached to the
undergrowth, the six-legged hard bodied tick
larva must find a host to which it "cements"
itself. It then feeds and rapidly enlarges,
falling off after a time from two minutes to
ten days, depending on the species. An
eight-legged nymph develops from the larva
and again must find a host before detaching
and becoming a hard-bodied adult which
itself needs to feed and grow before being
ready to reproduce. The size attained
determines the sex of the adult; small ones
are male, larger ones female. Mating takes
place, the male dies and the female lays her
eggs under vegetation before she also dies.
Ticks have been found on the head of birds,
however none of these have been adult,
perhaps indicating that adult ticks need
larger hosts. The better the density of
understorey vegetation suggests that ticks
need shadier conditions which tend to be of
low temperature but high humidity. Ticks,
are prone to desiccation. Numbers seem to
be lowest in autumn, rising again in winter.
Of 25 species of birds examined, 21 of these
were found to have ticks. They were most
prevalent on New Holland Honeyeaters and
White-browed Scrubwrens, with moderate
numbers occurring on Spotted pardalotes,
Brown-headed
Honeyeaters,
Golden
Whistlers, thornbills and robins. 61% of
scrub-wrens and 54% of honeyeaters had
ticks, numbers per bird being up to 48.
These birds frequently forage on or near the
ground and are thus exposed to tick habitat.
Nestlings did not have ticks, presumably
because the nest is too high above ground.
Ticks were not found on Superb Fairy-

wrens, suggesting other factors may need to
be considered, such as allopreening or
differences in immunity. Victorian wrens do
have ticks. Parrots appear to be free of them.
Measurements of body condition indicate
that ticks do not markedly affect fitness,
although in the 2004 and 2006 breeding
seasons there was some reduction. However,
this did not happen in 2005, which was a
poor breeding season due to drought. Ticks
on adult birds do not affect clutch size or
fledgling size, and in fact there is a small
rise in haemoglobin concentration, possibly
due to increased protection from female
hormones.

WILDLIFE HABITAT - WHERE IT'S ALL ABOUT UNDERSTOREY
By Kirstin Long, Project Officer, Bandico-ot Recovery Program

What w e k n o w about wildlife habitat
"Trees are good. Bush is better" - keep
this in mind when you are revegetating .
areas to create habitat for wildlife. Often
trees seem to be the focus of revegetation
projects and we pay less attention to
understorey. While trees are important,
they are just one part of the bush that
is important to our native wildlife.. For
some animals the understorey plants
in the bush are of utmost importance.
Understorey plants provide:

I

quickly through the habitat than most
predators can.

1

habitat also help to provide year round
food. Consider this, a recent survey of
bandicoot habitat in the Adelaide Hills
found that. on average for every 1 tree
there were:

The diversity of plants in bandicoot

I

1
i

35 shrubs from about 6 species
ranging in height from 1-3m; and

i

More than 500 low understorey plants
(like grasses, sedges and small
shrubs) of at least 10 different species.

A wide range of food,

-

Lots of nesting sites and nesting
materials, and

Different habitats have different
understoreys

I

Protection from predators

Different habitats have different types of
understorey and support different wildlife.
Look at the understorey in patches of
native bush near you to see what might
have grown on your property. Look at
the structure - some understorey is
naturally low and more open, while in
other habitats the understorey is taller and
denser. Also, note how the understorey
changes with topography (e.g. hill slope
and gully) and aspect (e.g. hot western
slopes and cool southern slopes).

Bandicoots - an example o f
a species that relies o n the
understorey
The endangered Southern Brown
Bandicoot is heavily reliant on dense
understorey vegetation. By making
runways through the understorey,
bandicoots are able to move much more

When creating habitat - plant more
understorey species!
While we may never be able to replicate
the amazing density and diversity of
natural understorey in revegetation
projects, it is time we put more focus on
the understorey.
Many understorey plants are difficult
to grow so it's best to order seedlings
in advance from specialist native plant
nurseries. Remember that if the area is
weedy you will need to control the weeds
while your new native understorey is
getting established - so don't plant more
than you can manage!

Good bandicoot habitat has dense understorey to
a1 least knee height

'

.

PLANT NOTES
The following non Australian species
originate in Africa - Bulbine alooides,
B. asphodeloides,
B.fiutescens,
B.
haworthioides, B. mesembrantoides and
have the potential to become weeds.

BANKSIAS AND DRYANDRAS
RE-CLASSIFICATION
If name changes weren't bad enough with
acacias and melaleucas, we now have the
possibility that all dryandras will become
banksias.
BULBINE BULBOSA
Bulbine bulbosa - Native leek
The native leek is a bulbous, perennial plant
with fleshy, grass like leaves growing in a
tuft to about 30cm. high by about 30cm
wide. Bright yellow flowers are produced in
late winter - early spring in spikes up to
50cm. high. The star shaped flowers open a
few at a time starting from the bottom of the
spike so the flowering period is quite
lengthy.
An indigenous plant to mainland Australia.
In South Australia it can be found growing
in the Adelaide Hills and parts of the
Adelaide Plains, in areas of undisturbed
bush, growing in full sun or more
commonly, light shade. It requires a well
drained loamy or clay-based soil, and is
moderately frost tolerant. It will die back to
the bulb over summer months, and will reshoot in autumn, generally flowering even
better than the previous year. The bulb was
eaten raw by Aboriginal people.

Bulbine semibarbata is another species of
native leek that occurs in South Australia
but it has smaller yellow flowers and
propagates from seed, not bulbs. It tends to
form thick patches of plants and can
dominate an area if allowed to do so.

Extensive DNA analysis shows the variation
in chemical makeup of both. This covers a
huge range with Banksia quercifolia at one
end of the chart and Banksia ilicifolia the
other. Somewhere in the middle come the
- dryandras.
Field distinctions between the two genera
centre on the flowers and fruit. The
flowerheads of Dryandra sp. Are
surrounded by bracts; in Banksia sp. these
flower head bracts are mostly small or fall
away. A more clear-cut distinction is made
by looking into the flower head. Between
Dryandra flowers are loosely packed bracts
that enlarge after flowering; the bracts
among Banksia flowers are loosely packed
and do not change after flowering. Other
distinctive features for Dryandra include the
capitate (head-like) inflorescence, thinner
less-woody follicles (fruits) which are often
easily detached.
The DN,4 evidence seems to indicate that
Dryandra evolved from a species of
Banksia.

PLANT NOTES
Drosera whiitakeri
Drosera whittakeri (Scented Sundew,
Whittaker's sundew) is a sundew that is
native to South Australia and Victoria in
Australia. Plants are 2 to 4cms. in height and
width and often appear in colonies.
The sessile, spathulate leaves are arranged
in a flat rosette and are 15 to 35mm long and
5 to 15 mm wide. The leaves may be green,
bronze or red in colour. The white flowers
appear at the end of thick stalks to 4cm in
length. They are perfumed and relatively
large, up to 30 mm in diameter. The main
flowering period is May to November in its
native range, but flowers may appear
throughout the year.
The species was formally described by
Jules Emile Planchon in Annales des
Sciences Naturelles in 1848 as Drosera
'Whittakerii! There are two subspecies that
are currently recognised : Drosera
whittakeri subsp. aberrans Lowrie &
Carlquist; Drosera whittakeri Planch. Subsp.
Whittakeri.

Other indigenous Droseras appear to have in
common that they are generally perennial,
and grow in protected, shaded positions,
and are drought tender. Those found in
Australia include
Drosera adele*(Sundew) and D.
auriculata (Tall Sundew) found in wet,

a

a

moist places where insects are plentiful
in Qld. D.adele* is an annual
D. arcturi (Alpine Sundew)a native of
NSW, Tasmania and Victoria preferring moist soils in boggy, marshy
areas;
D.binata (Forked Sundew) found in
light, moist soils in NSW, Tasmania,
Victoria and South Australia;
D.glandulifera (Sundew) found in
NSW, Victoria, Tasmania, South
Australia and Western Australia in wet,
boggy areas, with plenty of insect life
D.macrantha (Climbing Sundew) a
native of SW Australia, preferring moist
soils in protected and shaded positions.
While it is recorded as being drought
and frost tender, I have seen it growing
prolifically in the fringe plainslmallee
areas which have very high daytime
summer temperatures and temperatures
below zero at night, and subjected to
both drought and regular frosts.
D.peltata (Sundew) a native of NSW,
Qld., SA, Tas, Vic. and WA appears to
be frost resistant;
D.petiolaris (Sundew) thrives in moist,
rich soils and is a native of Qld., NT and
WA;
D.pygmaea ('Coastal Sundew') found in
wet, swampy soils of the coastal areas of
NSW;
D.schizandra (Sundew) prefers wet
places of Qld.;
D.Spathulata (Sundew) found Qld.,
NSW, Vic., Tas. and NZ in wet places
with plenty of insects.

Drosera
anglica,(Giant
sundew),
D.intermedia (Love Nest Sundew) and D.
rotundifolia are native to the Northern
Hemisphere. D.capensis is native to South
Africa, and as such, has the potential to
become a weed.

Feral grass threat to native grasslands

Do you have Mexican feather grass in your
property or in your backyard? If you're in
Qld. then tell the Qld Department of Primary
Industries and Fisheries (DPI&F) because
this plant was declared a class 1 pest on 2
December 2008. Above itemsfrom WPSQ
Mexican Feather Grass is also a problem in
SA. as identified by SAMDB NRM Board.
Mexican Feather Grass is an invasive pest
plant, which has the ability to cause major
environmental damage and economic losses
for landholders. The plant is prohibited in
SA, however tit has found its way into SA
by a mistake from Victorian wholesale
nurseries when it was wrongly labelled. A
number of plants were purchased from retail
outlets between December 2007 and May
2008. People who believe they may have
purchased 'suspicious' Stipa plants should
contact the SA MDB NRM Board. Don't
know what it looks like? Then check out the
image of the declared pest on the Board's
website at w~v.samdbnrm.sa.~ov.au
Mexican feather grass is native to
the southern states of the United States,
Mexico and South America, and is a serious
new weed to Australia with the potential to
cause major economic and environmental
damage. SA MDB NRM Board
The Wilderness Society: Victoria's red
gums forests protected in first big win for
2009
In a New Year's gift to the environment,
Victorian Premier Bru~nby announced the
protection of 95,000 hectares of river red
gum wetlands in Victoria. The goveniment's
commitment is one of the most significant
conservation decisions in the state's history
and follows years of work by Tlie
Wilderness Society, Friends of the Earth and
the Vic.National Parks Association. Tlie
decision is based on strong scientific
evidence
and
extensive
community
consultation by the Victorian Environment
Assessment Commission (VEAC), who
recommended the urgent need for red gum
protection after studies revealed that 75% of
river red gums are stressed, dead or dying.

ANU:Green
Carbon
Report
now
available
Title: "Green Carbon: The role of natural
forests in Carbon Storage. Part 1: A green
carbon account of Australia's South-eastem
Eucalypt forests, and policy implications."
The full report is now available at
hrtp://epress.an.edu.au/rzreen carbon citatio
n.html
Caring for Our Country Business Plan
In December 2008 the Federal Government's
'Caring for our Country' Business Plan for
2009-2010 was released. These are a series
of investment proposals for projects that
achieve specific targets in
national
priorities, listed as :
1. National Reserve System
2. Biodiversity and natural icons
3. Coastal environments and critical habitats
4. Sustainable farm practices
5.Community skills, knowledge and
engagement
6. Natural resource management in northern
and remote Australia
For more information click on the link
http://www.nrm.gov.au/
Tribute to Landcare
Tlie Rudd Government paid tribute to the
Landcare movement and its volunteers, with
the launch of a commelnorative book
'Making a difference - a celebration of
Landcare' - a collection of co~iimunity
stories initiated by the Australian Landcare
Council. The Landcare community has made
significant contributions to the health of
Australia's land and waterways and
continues to work closely with farmers to
boost agricultural productivitl.. Government
recognises the Landcare niovenient and its
volunteers, as around three-quarters of
Australian farmers are either involved in
Landcare activities or benefit from
knowledge acquired through Landcare. The
book details the history of the challenges
faced by Landcare volunteers and groups
and how they overcame those challenges to
improve our biodiversity, landscapes, soils
and water.

From Rita Reitano, CRCfor Weed
Management, SA. (Weeds CRC Website)
The final Weeds CRC publication is now up
on our website. It is also the final in the
series: Habitat Management. Titled 'Habitat
management guide - Rangelands: Ecological
principles for the strategic management of
weeds in rangeland habitats' is available at

Two other publications can be found
recently added to the website i) 'A guide for
regional bodies to deliver a Weed Spotters
network in their regions'

http://~.weedscrc.or~.au/dwuments/CR
C HMG Rangelands v4,pdf

(http://www.weedscrc.or~.au/documents/CR
C CDP manual v8,wdf).

Rangelands occupy about 70% of the
Australian continent. They are diverse,
consisting principally of woodlands,
shrublands, grasslands and savannas that are
used for a variety of purposes. This
publication explains the nature of weed
invasions in rangelands and how they might
be strategically and efficiently managed.
www.weedscrc.or~.au
www.weedscre.or~.aulpublications/index.htrn1

Detection of new and emerging weeds is
often considered the weakest point in
early invasive species management. 'By
discovering a 'not seen before' or
'new' weed species in the early stages,
greatly increases the opportunity to
deliver an effective response before the
weed has spread. Regionally, this
will provide substantial long-term economic
and environmental benefits.
This new Regional guide describes the
components of a Weed Spotters network
and the procedures on how to establish one
in your region.

The subject What does your garden grow? Is
also available:
http:llwww.wecdscr~.or~.adedu~~tion
train
indwhat does vour garden grow-htm

The CRC for Australian Weed Management
has designed an excellent set of resources
addressing the issue of weeds escaping from
gardens
into
the
environment.
'What does your garden grow? has been
designed as a short course aimed at
Community Colleges, TAFE's, the nursery
industry etc to provide information
to the general community to increase their
awareness of the problems weeds
cause and how they can be controlled.
The resource
covers
introductory
information on where weeds are a problem,
how weeds spread and the theory and
practice
behind
control
measures.
The five topics are:
l.What, why and where of weeds
2.When
is
a
plant
a
weed?
3.What
does your
garden
grow?
4.How
do
we
take
control?
5.Why don't you grow me instead?
The home gardener will also find the
website useful.

(http:llwww.weedscrc.or~.a.u/documentslwe
ed spotters regional%20nuide.pdf)
and ii) 'Difficult to collect plants: a manual
for Weed Spotters'

The new 'Difficult to collect plants' manual
provides information on collecting weedy
plant samples which present special
difficulties, such as size, accessibility,
prickles, moisture content and problems
with drying. The weed Spotter's webpage
may also be useful.
~vww.weedscrc.or~.adeducation
minindweed
spotters.htm1.
These include:
. Weed Spotters Guide: A guide for regional
bodies to deliver a Weed
Spotters network in their regions (PDF)
. Weed Collector's Manual: collect, prepare,
preserve weed specimens
(PDF)
. Difficult to collect plants: a manual for
Weed Spotters (PDF)
. Weed Spotters Training Notes (PPT)
. Weed Spotters Banner (PDF)
. Weed Spotters Brochure (PDF)
. Weed Spotters Poster (PDF)

Notes on a fruit famine
BY ANDREW DENNIS

F

rom my perspective of 42 years here, Larry 1s the most devastating cyclone to hit the wet

tropics. The affected forests wilt never be the same. Walking the tracks in Palmerston
National Park will be a completely dtfferent experience from before they xot Larr ed'
Tree deaths (slmllar cyclones In Samoa have resulted In tree deaths of about 30 percent)
and extensrve loss of branches, leaves flowers and fru~twill drlve a famrne thls year for frultand nectar-feedlng anlmals, wlth a gradual recovery In the following seasons. Hlghly mobile
fruglvores (fru~t-eaters)
will leave the area. Those remalnlng are llkely to face populatrzn
crashes and d~splayaberrant behavlour (changes In movement and foraglng patterns) Vlusky
rat-kangaroos, for example do not move large distances and some are llkely to starve and
are more capable of travel but are soc~allyconstrained and l~kelyto remain
d ~ eCassowaries
.
In or near thelr normal ranges Those that move Into new areas will face hostlle responses
from residents and are llkely to lose condit~onfrom belng cont~nuallypushed around 11 many
specles reproduct~onand survlval of young w~llbe reduced unt~lresources s t a b ~ j ~ agaln
se
Despite the famine and its effects on animal populatian. I doubt that any species will '-1
endangered by the event and all will eventually recover.
The death of so many plants has created new recruitment surfaces for plants and opered
the canopy, which is likely to change the floristic composition of the forest. Cyclone scrubs
- formed by dominant vines reducing tree, sapling and seedling growth -are likely to fcarm
in the worst affected patches In sheltered areas such as gullies, individual plants still able
to produce fruit will have extra attention from seed dispersers. These plants are likely to
have their genes moved more widely than normal However, if they have palatable seeds,
this advantage will be balanced by increased pressure from seed predators. We should see
more pioneer species moving into the forest and likely more weeds - particularly short-rived
herbaceous weeds whose Fruit will be quickly available to seed-dispersing animals.
It's a bit Ilke semi-cleaning the slate and seeing which among a high local diversity are lucky
enough to gain a foothold and take advantage of the new space
DR ANDREW DENNIS 1s a n ecologist and long-term wet tropics resident.

One way to survive the aftermath of a cyclone is to move, and return when that section of
rainforest is again lush with fruit and leaves - a strategy that may be difficult for the grounddwelling musky rat-kanqaroo (below) and eas~erbut still challenqina for more mobile fruqivores

Why did the cyclone cross the road
B Y ROBYN WILSON

everal species of leaf-eating marsupials are found only
in the rainforests of north eastern Clueensland and

S

were in the direct path of Cyclone Larry. Much or their
habitat was severely damaged with trees defoliated, tree-tops
snapped off and numerous large trees down. Tree-dwelling
species such as the rainforest ringtail possums that live in
the canopy have lost extensive habitat.

These possums are already at risk from habitat fragmentation
due to roads - particularly species such as the lemuroid
ringtail possum (Hernibelideuslernuroides)which will not
descend to ground level to cross where there is no canopy
connectivity. This isolates individuals from populations
which are already small, preventing gene flow and thus
increasing the risk of local extinction. Severe cyclones such
as Larri increase pressures by uprooting many old growth
trees that provide day-time roosts.
Miraculously, the possums we have been radio tracking have
survived, along with the three rope ladders and a rope tunnel
erected across a two-lane highway within Wooroonooan
National Park in Larry's path. A similar rope ladder erected
over a single lane road within Danbulla State Forest tropical
rainforest also survived despite damage to the surrounding
vegetation. These structures were attached to large trees and
telegraph poles, all of which survived the cyclone.
The rope ladders and tunnel were erected to test whether
arboreal mammals will cross extended wide canopy gaps via
overpasses. Several species of arboreal rainforest marsupials
- including the green, Herbert River and lemuroid ringtail
possums, and the brushtail and striped possums - have
been recorded using the rope ladder over the single lane
road, which spans 15rn. No animals have been observed
crossing the two-lane highway via the ladders or bridge.
possibly because it is still early days. However, a whitetailed rat, a species native to these tropical rainforests, has
been observed exploring a section of one of them since the
cyclonz - an interesting and promising development.
Roads are permanent structures with long term impacts.
Severe cyclones occur infrequently and may not repeat the
same path. Post-cyclone survival depends on the availability
of suitable food and roost trees and how well animals adapt
to microclimate changes associated with defoliation, which
will affect canopy dwellers in particular. Populations of
arboreal mammals have returned to reasonable numbers
in the path Cyclone Winifred (1986) cut through the forest.
suggesting that with time, this will also occur in the forests
where Cyclone Larry passed.
DR ROBYN WILSON is a Research Fellow with the Rainforest
CRC at James Cook University.
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Above: Rainforests recover from cyclones; roads have longerterm impacts. Amazingly, the experimental possum bridges
survived the cyclone. Top: Where a road has fragmented the
protective cover of rainforest caropy, a number of species now
use this bridge as a crossing poihit.

I

black wattle-dominated,
regrowth rainforest

1

entertainment choices are
halved -the electricity goes OFF.
Like a psychotic wannabe choreographer. Larry twists and
bends our tallest wattles. Six years ago, Tessie - Category 3.
on Magnetic Island - was my first cyclone. After a howling,
blustery, ear-popping night, I thought the damage was
phenomenal. But I hadn't seen anything yet, had I?
Alpha, our recently released agile wallaby hops, seemingly
unfazed, on to the veranda for his morning sweet potato
snack. We try to coax him inside for safety. He's often tried
to convince us he's a house wallaby but he doesn't want to
come in today. lust as well; he would undoubtedly bounce oFf
the walls. Finished with his treat, Alpha goes to shelter under
his favourite grevillea, despite its unnatural bending. Through
our windows, we watch manic. ADHD trees. We planted three
candlenut trees four years ago. Now 10m tall, they swirl and
bend - 90°, then 120". One by one the tops snap OR. I can't
watch any more.
At 7:30am, a calm radio voice announces: 'The eye is crossing
over Innisfail with reported winds of 190-300kph following,
and is now headed up towards Millaa Millaa.' We retire to the
back OF our sturdy (we hope) steel-framed house. An hour or
so later the wind seems to slow down. As does my heart beat.
finally. I have never been so petrified in my life.

After the storm
We look out of our - amazingly - still-intact windows. Half
a dozen firetail finches and emerald doves peck around our
empty seed tables; a Few king parrots hang out in their usual
sarsparilla tree. Where did they go and how did they get back
here so fast? Possibly most of the action took place a few
metres above the ground, leaving the understorey relatively
undisturbed. The hill behind our house may have offered
26
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some protection. Despite this, our surrounding

Our two aviaries are undamaged. The big one is a
deeply entrenci-ed custom job; we've chained and bolted down
the smaller, commercial one. Their shading trees did not sustain
much damage. Farther along, wattle branches of varying sizes litter
the yard. A few qrevilleas appear partially uprooted; others have
just snapped; one big callistemon has fallen over. The honeyeaters
won't like that.
We've been monitoring 20 Cairns birdwing chrysalises. Nineteen
have survived. (Earlyon during this study, 1 noticed the caterpillars
don't go into chrysalis stage on their food plant, but move to a
different plant nearby. 'Because otherwise the ones that are still
caterpillars on the Aristolochia would nibble the leaf all around the
chrysalis thereby causing it to fall to the ground.' my husband
explained. How clever is that?)

While the batteries last
It's like another world: the landscape has been totally rearranged.
and so quickly!
By afternoon we've chainsawed our way out of the driveway and
talked to Family friends, neighbours and wildlife carers - but
not for long. None of the telephone exchanges are equipped
with generators. Without electricity,once the exchange back-up
batteries run out, some residents are without phones for a week or
more. This is 'the bush', the one Telstra hasn't forgotten.
A young World .4ssociated Press journalist rings through early on
his way back from Innisfail, desperate for wildlife dramas. None of
the crocodiles on the croc farm have escaped or eaten anyone. I
can't help him either, unless he's interested in the fairy tern blown
up to Malanda, then later driven down to a wildlife vet in Cairns.
No broken bones, but appears a bit wobbly. I would imagine so
after that ride on Larry's tilt-a-whirl!
lust before the batteries run out, we get news of wildlife help

offers: the International Fund for Animal Welfare has a grant for
the repair and replacement of damaged enclosures; the Australia
Zoo's wildlife hospital is collecting and sending supplies and
donations for wildlife carers which will be gratefully accepted.
That night, we miss the customary tribe of pademelons on
our lawn, but notice unpleasantly high numbers of salt water
mosquitoes, not usually present on the Tablelands. Over the
whine, we hear the distinctive bomb-dropping sound of one or
more lesser sooty owls.
Next morning, the familiar entertaining squabble of honeyeaters
has been reduced to one dusky and one Lewin's, fighting over
the remaining l I / z grevillea blossoms. Apart from them, we don't
even hear background bird calls. However, a newly hatched female
birdwing catches our eye. She is soon joined by, and to, a male
and they mate for an hour. What a way to start the day.
We help our neighbours remove the remains of huge tallowwoods.
planted 35 years ago and now lying across the road, having wiped
out the power lines on their way down. On the road to Malanda,
the majority of damaged plants appear to be imported pines.
tallowwoods. Norfolk and hoop pines and bamboo. Rainforest
fragments appear to be heavily devastated. Larger plots are
defoliated, carelessly pruned, with an occasional tree toppled, but
look like they'll eventually regenerate. Returning home, we are
greeted by a IOm-long, head-to-toe train of itchy grubs making
their way across the veranda towards the lounge door. The two
large branches torn off our big black wattles must have disturbed
their panty-hose nest, sending them in search OF alternative
accommodation. Sorry, no way, not in my house

Patterns of recovery
With phones finally restored, we can resume communications.
One thing we agree on - even people who lived through Cyclones
Tracey and Winifred - Larry was without a doubt the most
terrifying of them all. Conversations with friends and carers who
live in the rainforest also reveal similar patterns during and
following Larry. Birds were active when the eye passed over,
then disappeared for days - especially honeyeaters, catbirds,
scrubfowl and whipbirds. The brush-turkeys, however, once
again proved indestructible and totally unfazed, like cockroaches
after a nuclear holocaust. Sulphur-crested cockatoos flocked in
uncharacteristically huge droves around human habitats. Our

sarsparilla, which usually feeds no more than four cockies
at a time, was laden with the eardrum-bursting screeches
of hungry parrots for several days. Bandicoots, white-tailed
bush rats, pademelons and agile wallabies began to reappear
after a few days. Bewildered Lumholtz's tree-kangaroos were
observed sitting faithfully in their even more fragmented and
now totally denuded trees. A few days later someone noticed
new buds on their trees.
Calls regarding injured animals were surprisingly few. lust as
well, considering the state of the phones. The most common
were about possum and glider injuries resulting from fallen
trees; orphaned joeys dumped by their fleeing, panicking
mothers (including a rare set of agile wallaby twins in
Kuranda); windblown birds, some with broken wings; and a
high number of bird roadkills, possibly due to their searching
for food unavailable in their usual hunting grounds.
Sightings of hungry frugivores increased. Wompoos, catbirds
and purple-crowned pigeons carried out literally fruitless
searches in the wasteland that used to be tb.e forests
of Innisfail and the southern beaches. Supplementary
feeding was set up near near damaged food trees, but far
from people. Public feeding of cassowaries was banned;
Queensland Park and Wildlife are looking after this.
Reports now claim that Larry's path was not 30km wide.
but a whopping 100km Vortices formed tornadoes and there
is even talk of a double eye. This would explain the lack of
homogeneity in the damaged landscapes. I imagine that
from above it would look like a messv. .iob done by giant hair
clippers with a few broken teeth.
Three weeks after Larry, I've heard the golden pendas
at the Mission Beach Arboretum are flowering. This
is highly unusual, as they only just finished flowering
three weeks before the cyclone. And Cairns birdwing
butterflies are present in extraordinarily high numbers
absolutely everywhere.
LEE K. CURTIS is WAM's northern correspondent. Based in
Yungaburra on the AthertonTablelands of north Queensland,
she and her partner Garrie Douglas watched Larry from
front-row seats.
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